SUPER C

™

Chromium Carbide Abrasion-Resistant Plate

Super-C™ is a chromium carbide overlay, wear-resistant
plate with a mild steel base for weldability. Tricon’s unique
cladding process produces a harder, tougher, and more
wear-resistant surface, making Super-C™ superior to any
other chromium carbide plate available on the market.

Attachment

Materials

Mild-steel base plate can be
easily welded, bolted, or studded
to existing structures.

Can be applied to nickel-based,
stainless, and other steel
substrates.

Herringbone Pattern

Carbides

Proprietary herringbone pattern
breaks up flow channels and
premature plate wear, regardless
of installation direction.

Maximum carbide concentration
and alignment throughout the
proprietary process makes
Super-C™ the most wear-resistant overlay plate on the market.

Applications
Excellent abrasion and moderate impact resistance. Designed
for your most severe sliding
wear applications. Super-C™
can be used effectively at
temperatures up to 1300°F.
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G U I D E L I N E S F O R S U P E R - C ™ C L A D D E D W E A R P L AT E
Welding and Forming Guidelines

Cutting Examples

Plasma arc cutting with conventional arc cutting techniques and
gases are recommended for shape cutting, piercieng large holes,
and beveling.

Grinding

Grinding and EDM methods are the only proven, satisfactory methods for precision removal of metal. When grinding a hard-grit, a
soft bond wheel is required. For non-precision metal removal and
hole piercing, use carbon arc gouging.

Cold Forming

Generally, the power required to form Super-C™ will be
approximately the same as required for low carbon.

Welding

Super-C™ is normally supplied with plasma arc cut edges ready for
welding. Welding to carbon steel support structures is
accomplished with either Multi-Alloy 85™ or Tri-Weld 3™ electrodes
using the proper welding procedures. Care should be taken to
prevent the clad portion of the plate from diluting the fillet weld.

1-Layer

2-Layer

Examples:

